
 
 

                                                                          

No Disassemble Joins forces with College of Hip Hop Knowledge for Wide Release Distribution 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Austin, Texas | May 18, 2020 
Austin electronic musician Christopher Jordan, A.K.A. 
“No Disassemble”, and the HC Universal Network have 
signed with Austin-based music label The College of Hip 
Hop Knowledge for wide release digital distribution of 
No Disassemble’s entire music catalogue through Sony 
Orchard. Including his latest album Interstellar 
Lovechild, all available on May 31st, 2020. 

Incorporating styles ranging from traditional electronica 
and ambient to experimental and even brainwave 
synthesis into his music. No Disassemble is often 
compared to such electronic artists as Kraftwerk, 
Sphongle and Silver Apples. 

Originally from Houston, musician and audio engineer 
Christopher Jordan began his journey of composing and 

recording electronic music in the late 90s and was a monthly recurring guest for five years on 90.1 
KPFT’s Sunday avant-garde music program. Since that time, Christopher has recorded numerous albums 
varying from standard electronic music, to albums incorporating the frequencies of the planets and 
binaural beats.  Christopher has also been experimenting in the studio with making music utilizing real-
time brainwaves to drive his synthesizers and producing mixed media visualizations to his music. 

Most recently Christopher has been publishing his music through the HC Universal Network where he 
produces and hosts numerous podcasts as well as composing music for use by podcasters within this 
network and beyond.  

The music of No Disassemble is available for 24/7 streaming at his website NoDisassemble.com and 
available for purchase through Sony Orchard on Spotify, iTunes, Amazon and most digital distribution 
platforms. 

A preview of No Disassemble’s latest album Interstellar Lovechild available for media to review at the 
following link: https://promo.theorchard.com/wGoNAKKnXtaucHCpRDxB 

For official preview links of other albums and general media inquiries, please contact No Disassemble via 
the HC Universal Network at (ChrisJordan@HCUniversalNetwork.com) or call (207) 409-9684. 
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